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Prologue
Klemon sat at his console twisting dials while a limp figure sat on
a chair in front of him. Located on the planet Trellin, Klemon was a
surveillance operator for the Council of Elders. These Elders
governed the planet and were part of the Intergalactic Council who
protected the universe from those that may have strayed from Council
rule.
Occasionally, the soulless clone in front of Klemon would spring
to life, sometimes momentarily, slumping back into lifelessness while
Klemon fought with the controls to maintain contact with a receptive
mind. At other times, the figure would speak with Klemon or one of
the other operators while the transported recipient came to grips with
its destiny.
Two thousand five hundred earth years ago, Trellinian scientists
developed a mind transport machine that was also capable of altering
the beliefs of the owner of that mind. Klemon operated a newer
version of the device, which could search the far reaches of the
universe. The mind-altering capacity had been removed.
Mind travel was instant, but other forms of space travel were far
in advance of those developed on earth. Space portals had been set up
to allow for rapid travel between planetary systems. Travelers and
trade organizations could access systems that were light years apart in
a matter of minutes.
However, for the safety of the more backward planets— those
with a technology base far below the standards set by the Intergalactic
Council— travel was forbidden unless authorized by the Intergalactic
Council. Anyone who travelled to one of these planets had to do so in
the disguise of a native from that planet and was forbidden to interfere
with the passage of events that occurred on that planet.
To date, these technologically inferior planets were oblivious to
any action sanctioned by the Intergalactic Council that might have
been taking place within its societal structure.
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Getting it all together
Janet Melton sat consoling her husband, who had just been
declared bankrupt. “Don’t worry love, we’ll get through it, everything
will be alright, just wait and see. You’ll get another job and we’ll buy
a new home. Besides, we will still be together as a family and that’s
all that matters.”
“Don’t worry? Janet, I’ll be lucky to get a job anywhere, who’s
gonna employ a bankrupt? I designed that program and bloody
Businessware has taken it- and our house- from me. How am I
supposed to support my family?” Frank turned away from his wife,
trying to hide the anger he was feeling. “I borrowed heavily to finance
the development of the program. I even borrowed money from our
best friends. How can you say everything will be alright?”
Three years later, after eighteen months watching Frank behaving
like a child who had lost his favorite toy, Janet had come to the end of
her tether. She could take only so much and spoke with a little more
vigor than intended. “For God’s sake Frank, when are you going to
grow up? You’d think that you were the only person in the world who
has gone bankrupt. Why don’t you get off your backside and do
something about it.” Until this moment, she had felt good about her
workout at the gym, but her husband’s miserable state changed all
that.
Frank replied in a soft, melancholic voice, with just a touch of
vitriol. “You say you understand, but you don’t. I had a fortune in my
hand; that bloody program was my idea and those bastards stole it
from me, so don’t tell me to grow up. I worked my guts out to
develop that program and look who’s getting the rewards. Not us,
that’s for certain.”
“But that was three years ago, Frank. Let go. We have to move
on. Look- I know your worth as a computer software developer, but
you don’t need to work in the IT industry? Get a job driving a truck or
something.”
Frank clearly did not want to buy into this argument. He thought
constantly about the court decision that had sent him bankrupt, hoping
to find a loophole to save his precious program. However, he’d had
this same discussion with Janet on many occasions without any
resolve.
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In order to incite a reaction from her husband, Janet continued her
vigorous approach. “Why have you stopped looking for a job? Look
at you, a sorry excuse for a man. What happened to the man I
married? Where is that strong-willed, never-say-die attitude you used
to have?”
Still no reaction.
Janet dropped her tone a little, since she could see that Frank was
not going to reply. She watched as tears welled up in his eyes as he
fought desperately not to show any emotion. It was better to be quiet
now.
Frank blinked rapidly, his breathing labored. He took controlled
breaths to try to hide his emotion. “No bastard wants to employ me!”
Tears flowed freely now. He jumped out of his chair to face his wife,
jabbing his finger into his chest to match the passion in his voice. “I
am too qualified. Would you employ a one-hundred-grand-a-year
man to drive trucks? Would you employ a departmental head to look
after groceries? I have applied for close on two hundred jobs— none
of them, not bloody one, even gave me an interview.”
With a shock, Frank realized that he had come dreadfully close to
punching his wife. The look of fear on her face shocked him into
immobility for a moment; he then walked past her into the kitchen,
leaned over the kitchen sink, and looked into it. It was as empty as his
life had been since the court ruling that had destroyed his life.
He knew his life might as well be over, and now even his wife
was against him. She was full of vitality and it hurt. What was he to
do?
Janet followed Frank into the kitchen and placed her hand gently
on his shoulder where she felt the tension under her hands. “But you
can’t just give up.”
Frank thought for a moment before replying. He quelled his
tension and spoke softly. “How can I provide for you and the kids?
We’ve lived a fairytale life. We had a Mercedes Benz, a big house
with a swimming pool and a spa. Kate and James went to the best
schools. And now?”
Bankrupt and friendless, Frank and his family lived from day to
day on money gained from the dole and what little extra money Janet
made taking exercise classes at the local gym.
“You were strong willed, Frank,” Janet continued after sensing
that she was not going to get an answer. “You were a leader in
8
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software development and enjoyed the rewards it offered.” Frank
continued to lean over the sink; the tension in his shoulders giving
way to the soft healing touch as Janet subconsciously massaged his
shoulders.
“What you feel now is all in the mind.” She didn’t want to sound
as if she was saying, “you need psychological help,” but Frank being
in a state of melancholy, certainly heard what was, to him, clearly the
intention.
“So now you’re saying I need to see a shrink,” was the only reply
he could muster in his miserable state. This reply was all it took to set
the tension in his shoulders again and for Janet to see that she was
getting nowhere.
Should she argue, or leave him until his mood was a little less
despairing? Sighing, she turned and walked away, but Frank had not
finished.
He turned to pursue the issue. “Well, answer me. Are you saying
that I need to see a psychiatrist? Are you saying that I’m mad? You
started it, so tell me.” Frank’s body shook as a result of hearing what
he had interpreted as meaning “you need to see a shrink, there is
something wrong with you.”
“Stop when I’m talking to you. Are you saying that I’m stupid?”
Janet felt trapped, but replied in a soft, gentle voice, “no” and
walked out of the room.
“’No’? Bloody ‘no’? Then why did you say it’s all in my mind if
you didn’t mean that I needed to see a shrink?” He was clearly upset,
but Janet saw a glimmer of a cry for help in the way he now spoke.
Frank followed Janet out of the kitchen, but was not shouting like he
had been earlier. He was breathing heavily; sweat pouring freely from
his face. There was no energy available for a full-on pursuit.
Frank collapsed into his chair. “Why do you say something and
then say it’s nothing? Why say it in the first place, if you didn’t mean
that I should see a shrink?”
With her arms crossed, Janet turned from the window and quietly
observed her husband for a short time. She saw a man who was
completely and utterly dejected. In the past, Frank had never needed
to ask for anything. Others asked him for help, which was given
freely, and now, he had nowhere to go.
As he had done on many occasions, Frank turned his mind
towards the IT industry, where Computer and software companies
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had cooled their heels towards him. He was considered a bad
investment, and this hurt him a lot. The computing business was his
lifeblood, nothing else could satisfy him, although he had tried to get
a job doing anything just so he could remove the stigma of having to
subsist on the dole.
Quietly, but deliberately, Janet unfolded her arms and walked
towards her dejected husband. “Since the court passed judgment, you
haven’t been yourself. You’ve become even more depressed since
you discovered that the computer industry didn’t want to employ
you.” She paused to watch his reaction, but Frank didn’t move. He sat
with his head between his hands, breathing deeply and heavily, trying
desperately not to cry.
“Your depression is a result of your irrational thinking.”
Immediately, she realized that she had said the wrong thing.
“So now I’m irrational,” Frank spat vehemently. “Christ, why
don’t you just stab me in the back!”
“No. No Frank, you misunderstood me.” Janet rubbed her fingers
through her hair as if to catch a more meaningful thought then,
leaning over him with her hands on the arm of his chair, she
continued, “The situation has caused you to become despondent.
God— you don’t even talk to the kids any more.” She was fired up
now, and Frank sat listening for the next innuendo.
But Janet was no longer afraid of the consequences of what she
said. She knew her husband had nowhere to go and that any reaction
was better than watching her once confident man sit in a battered old
chair that had, in her mind, become a symbol of his enforced position.
God knows the chair was bought for more positive purposes, but now
even it was beginning to look like the man that occupied it- dejected
and unkempt.
“Frank,” she said with renewed conviction. “Maybe you do need
to speak with somebody about your moods. Maybe it’s just a matter
of someone correcting how you think!”
Frank moved so that he faced Janet. Now face to face with him
she continued with more compassion. “You are not stupid, nor are
you mad. I love you, but we can’t go on like this!” She gently pushed
away from him and walked over to the window. Looking outside she
said with more conviction, “Get help Frank. The problem will not
solve itself.”
“Don’t you remember- we’re bankrupt!” Frank replied cynically
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and with a nervous laughter in his tone.
Spinning around to face him, Janet continued with more speed
than urgency so that Frank would not interject. “You may only need
to see someone for a couple of sessions.” She couldn’t bring herself to
say “you may only need to see a psychiatrist,” but she need not have
worried about her husband’s reaction, Frank was astute enough now
to realize that he needed help.
He sat bolt upright in his chair with his arms on the rests, turning
his head from side to side as if to say ‘no.’ His breathing was heavy,
and his mind was in a state of total confusion. “What will I do?” he
thought. “Shit, every body will think that I’m a nut! How can I go for
a job if I have to get counseling?”
As if by syncopation, Janet continued. “Listen, nobody need
know that you are going to a psychiatrist! Besides, who cares? People
get counseled for all sorts of problems, and let’s face it Frank, you do
need help.”
“So you are admitting that I need to see a shrink.”
“If that’s what you want to hear Frank, yes, you do need help.
Every day, particularly for the past six months, you’ve been getting
more and more dejected. You’re depressed, irritable, and lack
energy.” Janet no longer needed to calculate what she would say.
“What!” Frank replied. “Have you been reading about this or
something? You are beginning to sound like a shrink.” He said this
with no malice; in fact, he had a slight hint of laughter in his speech.
The front door slammed. James and Kate walked slowly past the
living room as they headed for their bedrooms. “Slam the bloody
door, why don’t you?” Frank shouted.
The kids had developed a habit of walking quietly around the
house so that they did not disturb their father, and stayed mainly in
their bedrooms. Frank found fault in everything they did. The front
wire screen door had a strong return spring and always closed with a
bang. Frank himself was guilty of letting it close on its own accord
with a thud.
“James and Kate can’t do anything right, can they Frank?” Since
the court case, Janet had become sole protector of her children. Frank
showed no concern for their welfare; all he could do was wallow in
self-pity. The only power he exercised was over his two children,
whom he dominated whenever they were in the house.
“They make a mess cleaning the floor. They don’t eat their food
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right. What do they have to do to satisfy you?” Janet looked
quizzically at Frank with her arms outstretched. “Are you aware that
James’ grades have gone down? Do you know that your daughter has
withdrawn from all outside activities, preferring to play on her own in
her room?” Now wound up, she vented her anger on Frank for
neglecting the kids. “No!” she said sarcastically, “you have far more
problems to deal with while you sit on your rump, drink your booze,
and listen to your bloody music.”
Janet walked frantically around the room waving her hands in the
air. “Hey, I have an idea! Why don’t I tie the kids up whenever
they’re in the house, that way they won’t annoy you. You- you can,”
pausing as she struggled for words, “you can worry about what’s
going to happen to us, while the rest of the world goes on living.”
In a fit of desperation, she took a deep breath. “I have a better
idea, why don’t I get rid of the kids then you won’t have to worry
about the noise.” Finally, staring Frank directly in the eyes she said,
“Why don’t you blow your brains out- will that solve the problem?
Will it?”
Frank was flabbergasted. He sat gaping and blinked wildly, and
then he burst into laughter. Tears streamed down his cheeks and, at
this, Janet also gave way to uncontrollable laughter.
Now crying, Frank and Janet hugged each other tightly, “Shit, I
have been a bastard all this time thinking that I was the only person
who ever went bankrupt, haven’t I? And was I treating you and the
kids like dirt . . .” with a little more conviction he said, “I’m going to
look up a shrink right now and make an appointment. Should I see a
psychiatrist or a psychologist?”
Janet laughed as she replied, “I don’t know, Frank. Why don’t
you go and see a doctor first, maybe he can advise you?” Janet
wanted him to make his own decisions, just as he did when he was
employed in the IT industry.
Frank smiled and slowly nodded. He stood and took a deep breath
as if this was the beginning of a new life, then walked to the front
door. For the first time in ages, he felt free from the burden of
depression. His head was clearer and, in fact, he felt light as he
walked across the room. Gone were the heavy steps that had dogged
him for months.
“Where are you going?” Janet asked, since Frank rarely went
outside for anything.
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“I might as well see the doctor now before I change my mind,” he
said with enthusiasm; smiling for the first time in three years as he
headed out the door.
“Well you won’t get very far without the car keys. Do you
remember how to drive the car?” Janet was clearly excited about the
future and handed her husband the keys. “Take it easy, the brakes
need servicing.”
“Shit! The car’s like me. The bloody thing’s breaking down,
should I take it to a car shrink?”
“Don’t you think you should call to see if Dr Carter has time to
see you?” Janet knew that their family doctor was a busy man and
luckily, when she called, there was a cancellation, so she booked the
time for Frank.
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Help at last
“Doctor Carter will be able to see you in about thirty minutes.”
The receptionist took Frank’s details, and then he turned to take a
seat. There were four other people ahead of him, all with their heads
buried in old magazines as a means to occupy their attention while
they waited their turn to see the doctor.
Frank looked at the magazines. They were over three years old
and by their appearance were very well read. He laughed to himself
and decided not to read, but simply reflect on what had just passed in
his life. He soon found himself staring at the other patients.
A young male of about twenty years old sat on his extreme left.
He looked up and gave Frank a wry smile then continued to thumb
through his magazine in search of interesting reading. Frank laughed
inwardly, thinking to himself, “I bet he is thinking, ‘what are you
looking at? Look at someone else, why don’t ya?’ Yeah, go on, read
your book— it’s the bloody Women’s Weekly, for Christ’s sake.”
He turned to study the next patient, a woman of about thirty years
with a young child. “When are we going home, mum?” the child
asked quizzically.
“Soon dear, mummy just has to see the doctor first, OK?” replied
the mother, clearly not wanting to enter into a conversation with her
daughter in the waiting room. “Why don’t you go and play with the
toys over there?”
The daughter was only too pleased to accommodate, while her
mother sat with her head buried in a magazine, conscious of the fact
that every other patient had stopped reading to take note of the
situation.
Frank turned toward the opposite side and realized that he was
sitting in the middle seat. He studied the seating order in the waiting
room and discovered that there was one empty seat between each
patient, which prompted him to wonder about the order in which the
seats were filled.
Another male client had entered the clinic and was standing at the
reception giving his details. “Where will he sit?” Frank thought, as he
pondered over the dilemma. There were no seats available that had a
safety gap of one. “Will he sit next to that young women or play it
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safe and sit between two older people?”
Frank didn’t have to wait long for the answer to his question, a
nurse called for Mrs. Harvey, which meant that her chair gave a safe
way out. The man selected that chair. Frank smiled respectfully,
nodding to the man as if to say, “You chose wisely.”
Time passed reasonably quickly, and soon it was Frank’s turn to
see the doctor.
“Take a seat Mr. Melton,” Dr. Carter continued to read through
Frank’s medical history. “The last time you were here was for a
broken rib caused in a karate tournament.” He put his glasses down,
and slowly looked up to address his patient. “Good God man, what
have you been doing in the meantime?” Frank’s appearance had
changed considerably since their last meeting. He had put on
considerable weight and this fact caught the doctor by surprise.
“I haven’t been exercising, if that’s what you mean,” Frank
replied rather glibly.
“I’m sorry Mr. Melton, what’s the problem with you today?”
Frank had always been a man who took pride in his fitness and
physical appearance. Today, Doctor Carter was confronted by a man
who was overweight, unkempt, and unfit.
“I haven’t been myself lately. Look- it’s a long story. I lost my
job, my house, my car, and my friends. I’m pissed off, can’t get a job,
and I’m depressed. I think I need help.” Frank made his reply as
rapid, simple, and to the point as he could without laboring on any
details, and hoped the doctor would not quiz him anymore about the
situation.
Frank sighed before addressing the doctor in more detail. “Look. I
have been dismissed from my job at Businessware because they say I
developed a software program on their time. I fought them in court,
but the decision went in Businessware’s favor. I had already invested
money in developing the program and, after court costs, I was
declared bankrupt.” Frank stopped to take a deep breath, relieved that
he had finally gotten it all off his chest.
“I lost my house, car- the lot. You may remember we lived in a
‘ritzy’ area, but now,” he stopped and shrugged his shoulders, feeling
slightly embarrassed that he had just poured his heart out to his family
doctor.
“I see. I’m sorry to hear about your family’s misfortune, Frank.
Your disposition suggests that you may be depressed, but I’d like to
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carry out a physical examination first.”
“Shit doc. I know what’s wrong with me, I want to get help for
the depression, not take a bloody physical.” Frank was becoming
agitated. His breathing rate increased as he tried to control his
emotions, and a feeling of despair grasped him once more. He had not
given much thought to the state of his physical health, and was not in
the mood to undergo an examination that he knew he would fail,
having experienced enough failure over the last few years.
Doctor Carter soon finished the examination, and then wrote
Frank a reference to a psychologist. “Dr Randell has his office close
by, Frank. It’s in your best interest that you see him as soon as
possible. He specializes in counseling people who have been
displaced from the work force.”
As he walked to his car, which was parked in a shopping mall
carpark close by the doctor’s surgery, Frank folded the reference and
put it into his shirt pocket.
“Hey Melton.”
Frank turned only to be confronted by his ex-business partner, Joe
Marcelli, with whom he did not want to speak, since he knew how the
conversation would develop. The relationship had soured since
Frank’s bankruptcy, and there was no love lost between the two men.
“How is my ‘business’ partner?” Joe emphasized the word
‘business’ in such a way that any listener would understand that the
business relationship was no more.
Frank did not reply, knowing that, if he just kept quiet, Joe would
quickly get to the gist of the matter and — as if on cue — Joe said,
“Listen ‘pal,’” emphasis on pal, “You owe me fifty thousand dollars.”
Frank remained quiet, staring at Joe with his mouth tightly closed.
His breathing rate rose and it became obvious, at least to Frank, that
he was clearly in no mood for a confrontation.
However, Joe had no eye for detail in regard to his former
business partner’s mood. “You owe me fifty thousand dollars and
believe me, I will get it back.”
Sarcastically, Frank replied, “How, Joe? Are you going to sue
me? Are you going to send me bankrupt?” Frank, now wound up, was
waving his hands in the air in supplication, yet was not going to
retreat from the threats made by his former business partner. He had
nothing to lose; besides, his debt to Joe had already been considered
during the bankruptcy summary in court.
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“Hey! Maybe you can burn my house down— except I don’t own
the bloody house!” Frank bent down to pick up a stone. “Why don’t
you make this stone bleed? That’s as much chance as you’ll ever have
of getting your money back.”
“You bastard,” Joe said vehemently, his face contorted by hate. “I
gave you that money in good faith. I believed in you. You went
bankrupt — not me — and I want my money.”
Frank had had enough and turned to walk away, saying, “Joe, you
were listed as a creditor. You received a letter to that effect and that
means, mate, that you are not going to be paid. I owe you nothing!”
“You can walk away from this conversation, but you can’t walk
away from the fact that you owe me,” Joe shouted, his threats not
abating. “I’ll get my money, don’t you worry about that.”
Frank returned the comment with a two-fingered gesture, then got
into his car to drive home, which was by no means relaxing, despite
the fact that the traffic was light. Frank quickly spiraled into a fit of
depression, his thoughts reinforcing the belief that there was no way
he was ever going to get out of the situation and his lousy new
lifestyle.
His hands crashed down on the steering wheel and he shouted as
if he had to vocalize his thoughts to gain belief. “The stupid prick has
no idea what’s going on. Christ, what can the idiot do? I’ve got
bloody nothing- if he touches my family, I’ll kill him!”
Tears streamed down Frank’s face as he gave in to his emotions.
“Shit, this is becoming a habit.” He rebuked himself and wiped the
tears off his face, then checked his eyes for redness in the rear vision
mirror. Sighing deeply, he drove on without any further outburst,
deciding from that moment that he was not going to let his current
predicament beat him.
“What did the doctor say?” Janet asked while she prepared the
evening meal.
“He gave me a referral to see a psychologist. He believes that I
have problems thinking about our predicament.” Frank flung himself
into his chair and sighed heavily. “I also met up with that bastard Joe.
He’s still asking for his money and says that he’ll get it back. God
knows how. I certainly don’t.” He rubbed his eyes in his hands and
rotated his neck to relieve some of the tension that had built up there.
Yawning, he looked up and saw Janet staring at him, which made
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him feel uneasy. “What?” He said quietly.
“While you were out, the principal at the school called. He wants
to see us tomorrow. He didn’t say why, only that it was important.”
Janet had been concerned about James’ behavior since Frank had
withdrawn his parental concern towards the kids. She had noticed
mood swings in James, but tried to convince herself that it was merely
‘puberty blues.’
“Probably about James’ report,” Frank said in a tired, but matterof-fact manner. “It was pretty dismal. I suppose this ordeal has
affected him too.” The matter was put to rest until the next day.
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